
TOPICS IN ASTROPHYSICS

Much astrophysical research is interdisciplinary, requiring a mix of methods, e.g. observational and theoretical,

to solve questions about the Universe

Often need to think “simply” to know how to approach a problem, using order of magnitude estimates of different

processes to identify the relevant physics

This course aims to provide a training in how to approach astrophysical problems by exploring two

complementary aspects

Hence it is a course of two halves



Lectures 1 - 12 :  Timescales, Distributions and Tides  (Mark Wyatt)

Shows how specific physical concepts can be applied to a wide diversity of astrophysical phenomena

You will learn about the physics of tides, and how simple concepts can be applied to quasars, black holes,

stellar clusters, planets and moons

You will also learn how to identify the relevant physics in a problem through timescales, and the importance

of considering populations of astrophysical objects as distributions



Lectures 13 - 24 :  Planet Formation and Evolution  (Oli Shorttle)

Shows how to apply diverse physical concepts to the specific research theme of planet formation

You will learn about some key results from planetary and exoplanet are science and outstanding challenges

You will also learn about the process of planet accretion within protoplanetary disks



The Point of the Lectures

When Solving Problems

The lectures will convey information, but will focus on how to approach problems, and will contain

many worked examples

Guest lectures will build on the content to show how it is used in cutting-edge research (not examinable)

Remember: think “simply”, make order of magnitude estimates, and be scrupulous about units and dimensions
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1.1 Numbers Sheet

In addition to the formula booklet, here are some

useful scales and scalings to have at your fingertips

m =-2.5 log(L/54+coust = -2.5log5/5

I
⑧

O



1.2 Timescales and Length-scales

For any quantity                  we can define:

a timescale

and a length-scale

⑦

c =a(18)
determines which processes dominate

whichare inequilibrium?
It is timescale ofinterest, TKt -> equilibrium

Ext -> hardly evolving
L =a/11

used to assess "box size"for simulations

and resolutionrequirements



1.3 Exponentials vs Power Laws

Many astrophysical variables have an exponential or power law dependence on time or length

Consider exponentials, such as 

Note that exponentials are straight lines on

log-linear plots, e.g., ln(Q) vs x

a =4.e
4)T

i.da(at = - a/T
i.T =T

-> there is an intrinsic timescale

eg radioactivedecay

Q = Q.
3/

-> intrinsiclength-scale

eg stellar density inmany galaxies
whataboutgalaxy formation allows every pointto know about 3.5kpse-folding length?



Consider power laws

E.g., supernova blast waves, star clusters and accretion disks all evolve in a self-similar fashion

Note that power laws are straight lines on log-log plots, e.g., ln(Q) vs ln(t)

a =a.(i(X)
"

:de/dt =nQ/t
:= =tn -> characteristic timescale ofchange age (and Luce)

-> no intrinsic timeor length-scale
->"scale-free"or "self-similar"

physicalvariables change insuch a way thatthe instantaneous
growth timeis a the presenttime



1.4 Some Important Timescales and How to Calculate Them

1.4.1 Dynamical Timescale

(i) Radial infall from stationary onto point mass

Consider an object a distance           from a mass

There are several ways to get dynamical times:

·
Edyn

R M

i=- am/Rz
:RR =

- GMR/R
i.[R -GM/r] =0
i. E=vm 1R5

solve bysubstituting
RCRON

I



(ii) Radial infall assuming mass uniformly distributed inside R

(iii) Escape velocity

Men (R) =M(R/R0)3

.

.

.E=(aM)R
->SHM wi paid 24Vfam

Eves =GM/Ro

· .. Vesz =M/Ro
... - Ro/Ves =CM



(iv) Dimensional analysis

(v) Circular orbit

To order unity all methods give

Vanables.a[my], M [M], BY

To maintain wrR0 =aM/R8
.= =24(n =2πvtam

Tayn vain



1.4.2 Sound Crossing Time

This is the timescale on which pressure disturbances are conveyed (in the absence of supersonic bulk transport),

and is the communication time for gaseous systems 

For a region of size 

For an ideal gas

res

D To P/cs where CS=
number of modes

PV=KR*83J/m0)/K
:. P=gR*T/m where R* =1000R =8300 5/k/1

1

M
=relativemolecular weight
= 2.35 for ISM

...Ec =DNR+



1.4.3 Alfven Wave Crossing Time

Magnetic fields resist being bent or squashed

and so have an associated pressure and tension

This results in waves analogous to sound

waves in magnetised media

The effective magnetic pressure is of magnitude

·
A

IBT/Mo
ivy-vb =vTg

v
.
[N & D/Vn =

D gMo/B
can propagate informationfaster than sound waves



1.4.4 Light Crossing Time

1.4.4.1 Example 1 - Proof that Quasars Host Black Holes

Quasars outshine entire galaxies, yet they are variable on timescales

Thus maximum size is

But a galaxy with all stars touching has a size

Since event horizon-crossing time

·
[k

4 - R(c

-absolute minimum communication time

-timescale for energy transfer inoptically thismedia

At a hous

-A 10au

- N"sR-10 - 100am as N-10-10", R*-7x100m
-> quasars involve black holes

(2aM(Y)/c < At NB setVesc =C to getRs

.. MBP < 10 Mo



1.4.4.2 Example 2 - Weighing Quasar Black Holes Using the “Light Echo” Technique

Emission lines in quasar spectra are from

circum-black hole material, and are broadened

due to orbital velocity

While the emission is spatially unresolved, different

wavelengths (i.e., different projected velocities         )

probe different bits of circum-black hole material

and so have a different time-lag

v(R) =VBn/R

Vos

E



Consider a ring of line-emitting circum-black hole material

Time lag vs line-of-sight velocity for a ring: And for a disk:

&
RN Vis =V(R) SIND

BH 10
Ne d T Lighttravel distance and + R( -cosB)

i.i zE(1 -cosB)

t

M

⑭..i.*,v.r cargurantone



Different lines probe different parts of the disk

Circum-black hole disk

Upper envelope constrains· MBH

*

Spherical infall
/ #

At R: =

E(1 - (058) as before
*

Itradialinfall atV(R)
Viss =V(R) COSO
..c =E(1 - V/V(R))



1.4.5 Thermal Timescale

Thermal equilibrium means that heating rate is equal to the cooling rate

But this doesn’t mean that

Rather

For an ideal gas,   thermal energy / mass

                      and thermal energy / volume

For a photon gas, thermal energy / volume

Eth

4th =x

* =Q/neal) =Q/1Rc0011 is rate in one turned of
where Q =thermal content unitmass

- CrT
↑

depends on d.0.7

~R*T/M
~p

wa74
↑
radiationconstant



1.4.6 Collision Timescale

Consider an object moving at velocity
    
through a sea of          impactors per unit volume

with an impact cross-section of  

“Particle in a box” collision rate:

Tcoll

v

R

5

r

***F
Volume sweptout/ time =ov

Collisionrate nov

Collisiontime(n =

1/ (nov)



Gravitational focussing means that the collision cross-section may be larger than the physical size

Angular momentum:

Energy:

For a collision:

Consider an object approaching another of mass         and radius           at velocity           with impact parameter

-
. -

--
b

bVx =YVp
#v=EVpz - GM/rp

Eliminate vp -> b2 =r, [1 +2aM] RatioofPE aperi
L/ t0 kE at

y =1.5 =H5 =HR[1 +2aM]
= 4R2[1 + ((z]



1.4.7 Diffusion Timescale

Objects undergoing a random walk with step length         would have travelled a mean distance after        steps of

Thus, the number of steps required to traverse a distance            is:

And the time required to traverse this distance at speed         is:

·
Tilt

X N Nx

R (R/X)2

V Tax=(R(X)2.(X(r)
= R2/(XV)

his diffusive processes have a quadratic dependence oftimeon distance



1.4.7.1 Example 1 - Diffusion of Photons out of the Sun

Mean free path

So the diffusion time to reach the surface at a radius              (remembering that                                   ) is

And for

If free electrons are scattering (valid at high temperatures) then 

At lower temperatures where electrons are bound to protons

x =o
*

=

90 wherem=mass ofparticle
I

= K9 kopacitycross-section/ mass

Ro ThiH =R2/(xv)

I=R8kg/c
gaMOIRO:tai=(M8() has units of.M =

4r

kokes -> Sfer104yr

opacity 100 times higher



Use                                           to get the Sun’s luminosity from first principles:

Energy in the Sun’s radiation field

Compare with the radiative diffusion of energy through a sphere of radius

Compare with the timescale for the Sun to cool in the absence of nuclear reactions

Tax=R8kg/
Energy/volume

~ 4RoS

.

Lo- aT4R0/[diH - acT*Ro/(kg)

R;

* =3kgL/ [1640(R23] rT/R -> same as same physics

tool total energy in Sun/20:total energy inSun / (energy in radiation (fail)
As Pgas> Pradiation, gas thermal energy radiation energy

->cool >> [diff



1.4.7.2 Example 2 - Two Body Relaxation in Stellar Clusters

Consider a star of mass         orbiting at speed          in a cluster

Encounters with other stars (gravitational scattering) impart kicks to the velocity

This acquisition of           is very important for cluster evolution as it provides a mechanism for transferring

energy between stellar orbits

This is called two body relaxation

(see eg. EG1.5)

M V

XV



Assume the average kick perpendicular to a star’s orbit is               per encounter

What is the two body relaxation timescale              ?

Define                as the timescale for a star to acquire 

Direction of                is randomly oriented in the plane perpendicular to its velocity

C2bn

AV

M
AN

>
V

AV V.

-> random walk in velocity space

Eebr a cumulative DVD- V?



Random walk means this requires a number of encounters

                                                           which takes a time of

For an accurate calculation you would consider impact parameters in the range

which would all result in the same 

For a quick estimate of the rate of encounters:

For the magnitude of the kick:

Nr(v/AV)ie NAV =v

N/ rake ofencounters
dbt

ot b+db ↑
*

AV*

assume all impacts <b occur atb

rateofencounters anbzv

ive accelerationatb xtimespentatb

-(am/b). (b(v)
good if perturbationissmall



So, what is the timescale for a star to acquire a cumulative                              ?

Remember: number of encounters required

                                      time to achieve this

                                        rate of encounters

                                       kick per encounter

AV2V

Nr(v/5V)2
N/ rate ofencounters
nbzv

ave(am(b).(b(v)

:Tz(v/m)2/ (nbzv)
= v3/(amn) notdominated by

↓close
or distant encounters

Notethat "b"disappears -all impactparameters contribute equally
Doing theintegral->getalog b dependence.
Lots ofimplications for phenomena in stellar clusters that we'll get to



1.5 Distributions

A probability density function              is defined such that the probability that a system has a value

in the range                                  is 

Often we want to know which part of the distribution dominates for which it is helpful to consider

This is because 

Sometimes we know               but want the probability in terms of a different parameter 

Defining                             as the probability that a system has a value in the range

p(q)

95 q
+dq p(q)dq

p(q) x(q)
p(n) die x +x+du

p(x)dx =p(q) dq
i.plu) =p(q) dyldu

qp(q)
p(q)dq =qp(q)dInq

:qp(q) is the probability per log interval ofa
whereas p(9) linear 1



For example, consider a power law distribution                                    that holds between                and

The probability of being in the range                        is

And the total number of instances is 

p(q) < q2 quin qmax

2 S
92

- *

9.5q2 Say(q) dq 9 9 dq
x[qxyau

a [qmatix - qmin"x]

:quas dominates if XCI

quindominates if XXI



1.5.1 Probability Distribution Example 1 - Initial Mass Function (IMF)

IMF = Initial Mass Function

PDMF = Present Day Mass Function

OMF = Observed Mass Function

-probability density functionfor stars atbirth, f(m)
I PDMF

-> distributionofstellow masses in a givensample
* IMF as stellar lifetime, this, is a function ofmass

* PDMF as sample selection effects need to be considered e. magnitude -
limikedsample



The IMF is defined by                      , which is the fraction of stars formed in the mass range  

            Number of stars in that mass range

        Total mass of stars in that mass range

Total luminosity of stars in that mass range

So, if                                              and

Thus, total mass of stars is dominated by

And the total luminosity of stars is dominated by

f(n) dm m ->m+ dm

a m((m)dInm xmdInm
x Mxmf(m) dm

2-

xdInm

<
pH-dInmx L(m)(m)dm M

f(m)m
- <

h(m) <mB-

leastmassive stars i) <>
most x<2

least massive stars x > B+1

most x(B+1



1.5.1.1 Observations of the IMF in Co-Eval Populations of Nearby Stars

IMF is very similar across a range of

cluster densities, ages and metallicities

Why is OMF         IMF at high           ?

Why is OMF         IMF at low           ?

I MA

short ENS

I MA

H-burning and so low La

(brighter when young



Note that distributions can be quoted in different ways

Let                              be the fraction of stars with masses larger than 

For a power law distribution

Then    

And if most stars are low mass                               then

Thus                                                    is equivalent to

-

f(>m) M

f(m) x m
-x

f(>m) a gmmaxm<dm whathappens t
a<1?(f(m)=1

1 - x

(X)1) F(>n) x m as Mmax dominates)

7(>m) < m
- r

2 =1+M



Replotting the observed IMF as the power law index                            in the distribution

Hence the IMF is usually parameterised

as a piece wise power law distribution:

n =1- 1

< - 2.35for > 1M0 (Salpeker)
x 7 2 for <TIMO

·total mass is dominated by IMo
stars - why is this the characteristic
mass scale for fragmentation?

good for life? high Ma to show lived, low Ma have hight emission from
magnetospheres, buthigh N



1.5.1.2 The IMF in Distant Galaxies

We can’t resolve individual stars, so need to probe this using integrated luminosity or spectroscopy

Remember: Total luminosity of stars

For

So a distant galaxy’s luminosity is dominated by

x L(m)) (m)dm < mB+dlum

=
2- 15

3.5 + 1-2.35dium for 130M0<30M0:LXm3.5 -> 40 <m
3.5+1 - (2.357 215

&M diam for </M0
>30M0: L<m <M

111 -2.355035 for 730M0

~30Mo-only observe top ofIMF
->don'tknow the formationrake of lower mass stars thatdominate mass



Can use gravitational lending to

detect high redshift galaxies

Then take a spectrum to identify

stellar populations, which are 

dominated by the high mass stars

eg. Max Pettini



Note a galaxy’s stellar luminosity being dominated by high mass stars doesn’t mean that the observed luminosity is

Dust is a further complicating 

factor which means that energy

output may not be at expected

wavelengths, i.e., far-IR

Some distant galaxies only

become detectable at long

wavelengths

eg Richard McMahon



1.5.2 Probability Distribution Example 2 - Stellar Feedback to the ISM

How do previous generations of stars affect their environment?

Is this constructive for star formation?

Or destructive?

- energetic radiation
-stellar winds

-

supernovae

-encourage collapse ofgas

- sweeps up and removes gas



Consider energy input from supernovae in a cluster of stars that all formed together

Make some assumptions: IMF

Time from star birth to SN explosion for 

Energy release per SN is independent of 

The mass of stars that are exploding at time      :

So the number of stars exploding is 

And the energy input rate is

f(m) x m
-
>

where 1 =235

28MO:Texp < m
b

44
where b=25
④

m atEsr-10

t mexpt
-1b

:In -> t +dt stars exploding are those inMexp ->Mayptdi

my.** where dm =(amexp/dt (de

a f(m)dm < f(m) (drosp (dt)de
-[1b

-

at<t* - dt& Mexp
- 0.46Lat*11t&



Simulations of energy input to the ISM following a burst of massive star formation

lerg =101=0



1.5.3 Probability Distribution Example 3 - Sub-mm Galaxy Counts

Background galaxies photobomb images of Kuiper belts of nearby stars

Important to understand how common these are, to assess if these

are galaxies or features of the planetary system

There is a distribution of galaxy brightness, with more faint galaxies

than bright ones, the number detected depending on how deep you look

The sub-mm galaxy distribution is measured by surveys of large areas  



Number expected to detect brighter than          is

Exam question from 2022:

Slimneet(Sin) =Ssn(s)ds. A
= A. N.S.Sm5-dS
= A. N.S.

*

[s"<]Yi
As Xx A.N.*(Sin /s)"

"

= 130

&



Number expected to detect brighter than          is

Estimate brightest galaxy detected in survey by setting

Total flux per square degree 

Exam question from 2022:

For a Poisson distribution with mean          , a number of occurrences         occurs with probability 

Why? “Number expected to detect” is the mean in a Poisson distribution of the number actually observed

Slimndet()Si) =A.N.*(Sin /5.)"
<

Mda(>(b) - 1 -> sp =41cty

X K x*e-x/k!
-> if Xwe expect0:36.88, 1:36.8%, 72:26.4%

-SinaSulS)dS SmaoSm
-> brightestbut survey only constrained distributioninrange Slim ->Sb

How to tell itgalaxies?Proper motion



1.5.4 Probability Distribution Example 4 - Collisional Cascade

Can we predict the size distribution in the asteroid belt,                 , where          is the size of the asteroid?

Assume a power law: 

Consider a logarithmic size bin: number of asteroids in bin

                                                       mass of asteroids in bin

Assume that collisions with other asteroids in the bin dominate the mass loss and that collision velocity is independent of

Rate of mass losing collisions

Mass loss rate from bin

n(a) a

n(a) < a
- b

-> whatis b?

1 - b

-
<an(a) < a

4 - b

<a3.a'-b < a

as smaller collisions,
cause

slow erosionand larger ones are rare

a

1-52 3- b

↓nor & a a x a

3-b4-b4a7 2b<a.a



Remember: mass loss from a logarithmic size bin is

Given that in steady state mass loss from logarithmic size bins is independent of size:

Proof: Consider bin      in the distribution

           Assume the fraction of mass going into bin        is scale independent and so can be written

           This means that the rate of mass gain in bin        from collisions in other bins is 

            In steady state this is equal to the mass loss from bin   

            All mass must go somewhere and so we know

            Thus one solution must be that

<a
7 -2b

:.b = 7/2, known as MRN and seen in asteroid beltand ISM

K

i f(k- i)
i mi" =EkiiF(k- i)

=Mi

[F(k - 1) =1

my=mk



Observed asteroid belt size distribution

True distribution is slightly

shallower than MRN because

larger asteroids are harder to

disrupt due to their self gravity

~
1-b<askn((a) < a

Can nowdo I Q5 on Fal


